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Abstr.act

..' 'J;'his paper compaJ!'es two .different perspec;;tives and methods ap.pl;te4 to the

.?~~lysis qf ~qua~ity of oPP9rtun~ty. Oqe perspe~tive is found instud;i.~s of

societal eU1=~s, the othe.r in status attainment· research. It;i;s shown that

ccmt'licting statements <;lb01,lt the d~gr'e~ of eqtl~l1ity of opportunity found in

~he tWQtypes of studies cannot be resolved on empirtcal grounds. Results

are incomp<;lr~ble and the findings of both research 1=raditioT,1s are open tp
. .

.confJ,.;tcting :i,+lterpretat~ons. A theoret,ieal peq;pel;t;i.ve oJ;\. the status

f,'ltt;aimnent process that cot,lld iT,1t;egrate both approaches is advocated, 'l'he

emphasis 'in this perspect!ve is on the process by which individuals obtain"

. access to Variouspositio'ns in the soe,ial structure. 'Equalityofoppqrtunii:Y

tn~n becomes a question of the importance of ascribed ch;,:iracteristics for getting

p,c;cess t<;> va:rious types ofpos;i.t:ions (of.cupations, elites, etc.), and nq't a

global ~haracteristic of soa~ety, a/? in exist;i.ng r~Eleq.rch.
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EL+!E AND STATUS ATTAINMENT MODELS OV I~EQUALITY OF OPpORrUNITY

:r:ntrQdu~tipn
I

Th~ 1egi~i.mat:ion of ~dva,ncf!d capita-1-;l..$t soc;i.eties hC3,s b~en pr~dic.;Lteq

0+1 their PtTofessed ability tq ~limina~eineC(u~lHyqfopportunity ratJ;lE~r

than inequality of rewards. It is nqt surprisi~g, then, that a,centra1conce~n

inE?mpiricR1 r~search on sociC:].l ptr{3.t1ih~ation has been on tihe proc~ss of

~ob;i.lity·a,nd pccupation{3.l' achi.~vemerit, e~pe~ially on the importance of a person's
I

family back~round, f9rfuf;:ure ocqupational achievement. The f~ct that different

~ocial positions have differential access to rewards is 'by and,. brge uaken as

given in empirical research, and attention is turned t9 th~ process by which

p.eqwns come to OCcllPY t1}ese pOEjiti(Dns,

Th~s e~phasis cnthe transmis~ion of inequality from one geperation t9

a:t;iother is {3hared by sociologists who differ considerably in. their conception

of the S1;:rllct4r¢ of inequality. Two tfaditio~s of research which arrive at

apparently contradictoTIy conclusions can be distin~uished. The first of these

finds i~s roots in the study of occupational mobility and hap found its most

1li'ecent expression in the "status attainment" model of Duncan and his colleagues.

The second flows from t)J.e concern for societal elites and is ~xemplified in

~erican sociology by the wQr~ 9f Mills (1956) and Domhoff (1967) and in

Canadian socio~qgy bY the wor~ of PQrt~r (1965) an4 his students. This latter

tradition, while failing to develop the methodological sophistication of the

former, has been most successfully developed with:!.n Canadian socio1o~y 'where.,

large}ythrpugh ~hewor~ ?f'Porter, it hC3,s attain~d a ~os:!.tio~ pf pr~eminence.

W~th,in American sOc~ology,ln contrast, hrgely th:rqugll the wor):<. of DunC::at:l

and other1=!, the former model has tended to dominate. ;rt is ourcont!~ntion

that this pattern re:flectsJ,ess about; the act4a1 prpc,8PS of attainment in the
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two sOGieties th~n it does about the alternative methodologies and perspectives

~mployed..

x~ Elit~ Analysis: Fi~dings and Interpretations

While both traditions are primarily concerned with the process of attain- .

m~~t and ~he role of ascription in this process, they make conflicting assump-

. ~ions with respect to the structure of inequality. The elite paradigm~ as

~he name suggests, ~ssumes a discrete dichotomy between those who do and do not

~ave power, between the· elites and the nonelites. The task then is to iQentify.

the extent to which access to the various elites (economic, political, ideological,

etc.) is a function of class of origin, religion, ethnicity, etc~ To the extent

t,;:hat access to the elite is influenced by such ascriptive characte1;'istics, the

society is considered to be nonmeritocratic.

, , .On ,tlle basis of his analysis, }?ort;er (1965) concluded that class of origin,

kinship ties and ethnicity remain crucial determinants for entry into the

elites of Canadian society. although the various elites vary with respect to

th~ extent to WFlich this is true. H:e also found (1965: 293)" • slight

e~dance to suggest that mobility into the elite without the initial advan

tage tnat comes from a higher cJ,ass position is becoming more difficult."

Porter's study, based on 1951 data, was replicated for the corporate elite

on 1.971 data by Clement who, in support of Porter's prognosis, found that indeed

", access to the corporate elite has become more exclusively the preserve

o~ the upper class over the past twenty years." (1973: 280) Upper-class

recruitment to the corporate elite had increased from 37.8 percent to 46.8

percent. (Clement, 1973:281)

Though there are no comparable diachronic studies of American elites, the

~"Rrk of Mills (1956) and Domhoff (1967) reaches similar conclusions despite
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the different interpretive frameworks applied to data of varying quality. In

brief, application of the elite paradigm to the process of attainment in

advanced capitalist societies suggests the continued importance of ascription

and givep some indication of increasing rigidification of class boundaries.

Far from developing into meritocracies, capitalist· societies are becoming more

closed with the pq.spage of time. Clement writes (1973:1): "As Canadian

society matures, its class structure becomes more crystalized,sti,fling

mobili ty and eq ual::j. ty of opportunity. II

II. The StatUS Attainment Mociel: Findings and In~erpretations
j ,

With the publication of The American Occupational Structure in 1967, Blau

and D!J,ncan made a maj or contribution in overcoming the methodological problems

inherent in the analysis of mobility tables which had be~n the predominant mode

of analyzing the process of at~ainment up until that time. With great ingenuity,

Duncan and his colleagues have continued to extend their analysis, and resolve

a host of thorny metho~01ogica1 issues in the study of attainment.

In contrast to the elite paradigm, the status attainment model conceptual-

izes the structure of inequality as one of continuous gradation along such

dimensions as income and prestige. The Duncan SEI scale (Durtcan, 1961) has

become a standard measure of socioeconomic status.

The object of analysis is; however, similar to that of the elite paradigm;

namely, the distribution of sons across the occupational hierarchy is examined

in order to determine the extent to which "success" or "fa:j.lure" is a function

of achieved qualities rather than c1ass,ethnic origin, etc, The familiarity

of the rea~er with the work of Dt,tncan and his students will be assumed and

only the general conclusions of their analyses will be outlined here.
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Through the use of multivariate analysis and simultaneous equations, Blau

and Duncan are able not only to find associations between a person's occupational

achievement and his prior achieved and ascribeq characteristics but are able

to assign relative weights to each. Thus they are able to assert (1967:

402), "A man's social origins exert a considerable influence on his chances

of occupational success but his own training and early experience exert a

more profound influence "Within A1rerican society the ". • • achieved

status of a man, what he has accomplished in terms of some objective

criteria, becomes more important than his ascribed status, who he is in

the sense of what family he comes from." (Blau and Duncan, 1967:430)

With respect to trends in social mobility, Blau and Duncan find no

reason to dissent from the conclusions of earlier studies which indicated no

change in the amount of intergenerational mobility and indeed found some

indication that mobility may have increased slightly (B1au and Duncan, 1967:97-113).

Featherman and Hauser (1973) come to similar conclusions for the period up to

1970. Hence a quite different image of the trend in inequality of ~pportunity

is presented with this model.

As was suggested earlier in this paper, the contradictory images of society

presented by these two perspectives are not based on firm evidence and may

therefore be more apparent than real. In the remainder of the paper, it is our

intention to document this argument in more detail on empirical grounds and,

in addition, to provide an alternative interpretation of the attainment process

in advanced capitalist societies.

III. Open or Closed Societies: Methodologies and Findings

The most obvious limitation in contrasting these two perspectives on

empirical grounds is the lack of methodological comparability. Though both deal
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~ith the process of attain~ent, r~dically Gifferent assumptions are made about

the ~tructure of inequality. These assumptions lead in turn to quite different

(a) . The, ~tho~olO&¥ ?f Elite Al1alysi$

. Since the funqa~ental distinc~ion ip e~ite stu~ies is between the elite

and tqeItonelite, the question of equality ofopportullity':'.,.. or the importance

. of as'icription ........ ·in these studies become$ a question of access to the elite.

pinaethe elite ~Ollstitu~es a small minority of any society, the use of random

sFmpling of a pORu~ation to study access to the elite is obviously an inefficient

meth9d of data collection on this group. Rather, the elites are identified

apd data gathered on them so that an analy~is of their composition can be made~

Ap ipitia~ cqnsequenGe of this methoqology is that the analyst is constrained

by his data· to the use <;>f inflow or recruitment tables rather than outflow or

inheritance tables (for example, see Porter, 1965:292, Table 28). Accordingly,

the unit of analysis is the elite or particular occupational group under con-

sfderation rather than the population of individuals who do and do not gain
-~

ac~ess to it. Usually the requisite data for the construction of the ~ppropriate

qutflow tables i~ unavailable~ Rather, the role of ascription is studied in

terms of recruit~ent -- the manner in which the elite as a whole reproduces

itSe;t.f across generat:LonS!'. Recruitment rather than illheritance is the opject

or analysis, although s~atements are made on the a~ount of equality of ,opportunity.

, Recru;itment datGlr are inapPropriate for reaching conclus~ons about equality

qpportuni ty. ;r:t i$ .;i.nstr4ct;:iveto give the l;"e~i3-tionbetween the two concepts!

a niathematicaJ. fqrmulation. Denote 'l?Y P(x/y) the probability-that a s'on

from ori~in Y obtain$ position X, sayan elite position; and by P(Y/X) the

prob~bility that a person is from ofigin Y given th.athe is in the elite.

P('¥../Y) serves toestimame equality of 0l'pcirtunity,.(J?(Y/X) :i,s a m,easure of
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r~cruitment. It is the latter rather than the former which is estimat~d by

the elite analysts. Althpugh reci~itwent probabilities are formally inap-

Proprtiq.te for making infeJ;'E;;nces with respect to equality of opportunity, it :i.s

easy t9E1how(S~rertsen, 1971) that the two quantities will .be relat;;ed as:

P (Y!:t.)
P(X/Y) pen

;= pet) (1)

where P(Y) is the probability of being from origin Y (estimated by the

corresponding proportion), and P(X) sim~larly is the. overalL probability of

a person being a membel( of the elite. .Data collected on a particular group,

sayan elite, will yield information on P(Y/X); P(X) can be estimated using

'Census or lapor force data. Usually, there will be no information on P(Y)

and hence one cannot directly estimate P(X/Y), the meas~re of equality of

opportuIl,ity.

Given the interdependency of the two probabilities however, it is easily

shown that with the addition of a rather weak assumption some inferences about

equality of opportunity can be made. If we define cpmp~ete ~quality of

opportunity as the si.tuation where .p (X/Y) = P (X), then frol);1 equation (1)

it follows that cOl).1plete equality of opportunity exists when P(Y/X) = P(Y).

Despite the fact that p(Y) cannot be estimated di~ectly, it wouLd be a timid

analyst indeed who would h~sitate to make sOme inferences about equality of

opportunity UP01;l learning that ~2 percent of the corporate elite are sons of

the.cor~9rate e:]..ite (Porter, 1,965:295). GiVen the sma1;J.. size pf the corporate

elite ~nd barrin& ~ truly e~traorQinary fertility rate, it :i.s rea~onably safe

~o assUme thatf(¥/X»> l? (Y) , whell'e Y denotes origtn ;i:n the ~orporate eLite.

Therefore, a consiqerable in~quality of opportunity exists.

~he inferences that Ganbe drawn from intertemporal comparisons of

r~cruitment probabilities are somewh~t more problematic however. ,It is clear
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that P(y/~) ca~ chapge as a result of changes in P(X) and/or P(¥) without

a change in f(X/Y). Sin~e ~qe re~earFher lacks data on P(Y) , he is unable

t9 ~d~nt~fy the sQl,J,rcep( I:hange. The el,ite may indeed be incre<;lsin~ly

'I~n upper cJ-aS!? preserve"; .tt does 1;lqt follow, howevelf ~ that this is que to

greqte~ rigidity ir the class structure.

Statements about tpe atnountq.f rquality of opportunity for gaining access

to the elite ~ 1;pat is ,. Nh~t:h~r an ohtaineq value of , P (X/Y) is h:(.gh or low"

must ~ely on a standard of comparison. This might be dQne QY m~king comparisons

acr<;>.ss pl<;tces or over time while controlling for the effects of changes in

P(X) and P(Y)~ Tqe appropriate metho~ for such comparisons has been outlined

by Duncan (1966) and involves progressive st<;tndardization of rows and columns

(Deming adjustment). However, such comparisons would only illustrate change

in equality of opportunity. The appropriate method for evaluating the amount

of eql,la,lity pf opport;un:i,.~y at a point·~n time would be to evaluate the dif

ference P(X/Y) - P(Z/W)~ whereZ and W stand for nonelite origin and

destination positions of the same type (saY Qccupation). In this way the

~nal,yst can compare the effect of origins on elite qttainment with the effect.

of origins on access to other occupational groups. If the effect of origin

on access to the elite is much larger than the effect of o~i&in for access to

pther positions in the social, structure, then inequality of opportunity may

:i;ndeed be held ~o be high. However, recruitment studies usually lack the

requisite data to make such compari~ons, and their findings are nOt sub~ect
I .

t9 unambiguqU$ ~nterpretatipn.

(b) Status Attainment Research
, '

The image of the closed society provided by elite studies contradicts
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this contradiction is supporte4 by the results of the two types of studies.

rhe answ~r to this question is no, and this answer results not only from the

probl~ms of interpreting the evidence from elite studies. For a number of

reqsonS, results of .the status attainment studies may be wholly consistent with

the results of elite studies, the problem being one of comparability and not

of inconsistent findings. It is instructive to outline these reasons.

There are some obvious reasons for the lack of comparability. Although

studi~s like Blau and Duncan's use large national samples, these samples clearly

are nowhere near the size that would be needed to compare access to the elite

to access to other groups. Second, the dependent variable in status attain

ment research is not the probability of gaining access to a given group but is

the occupational status of a respondent, as measured by the SEI score. Corporate

and other elites, which are subsets of occupational groups, will not be d~tected

by the measures used in status attainment research. These are the obvious

reasons, but there are also more subtle reasons for the lack of comparability,

reasons that have to do with how inequality of opportunity is measured in

status attainment research.

In status attainment research the measure of equality of opportunity used

is the effect of origin variables on current status obtained as the regression

coefficient to father's status (and other measures of origin) in a linear model

of the status attainment process. This gives one measure for the whole pop

ulation under investigation, a measure that can be compared to other populations

or to the same population at earlier points in time. In contrast the measures

we suggested as the most reasonable for elite studies were ones that relied on

the probability of getting access to elites and to other positions in the

social structure, i.e., to subsets of positions rather than the entire popula

tion of positions. The two measures are clearly not comparable, and the measure
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used in status attainment research cannot be used to analyze the importance of

a person's origin for access to specific sets of positions, such as an elite.

Since only one measure of the importance of origin variables in a pop

ulation is available in status attainment research, how is it possible to make

statements about the amount of equality of opportunity? The standard of compar

ison is not other populations, nor the population at earlier points in time, and

comparisons among subsets of occupations are not made. Rather, the com

parisons are made between the importance of achieved characteristics for social

status.

The inferences made in Blau and Duncan (1967) about the nature of society

are based on evaluations of the amounts of variance in current status explained

by ascribed and achieved characteristics. This is not an unproblematic co~

parison, for the main achieved characteristic, that is education, is partly

a function of the ascribed characteristics that are used in the comparison.

The path-models used in status attainment research mirror this interplay,

but cannot solve the problem of how to divide the joint variance explained by

origin and education. In addition, an implicit standard becomes the amount of

variance not explained by either group of variables that includes both un

measured variables that could be both ascribed and achieved, and error. Recent

controversies (Bowles, 1972; Jencks et al., 1972) over the interpretation of

status attainment research testifys to the ambiguities the methods for

evaluating equality of opportunity this research contains. Ultimately such

controversies must be settled on the basis of theoretical considerations

concerning the mechanisms through which ascribed and achieved characteristics

determine status, but existing status attainment research contains precious little

such theory.
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The empirical evidence for the various clainffi made regarding the role of

ascription in industrial society is then highly inconclusive. The claims made

by elite studies are not supported by adequate measures, and even if they were

it would be perfectly conceivable that the role of ascription was large for

gE;!tting access to the elite, while it would be more modest for the society at

large, ~s the status attainment research claims. In addition, although

considerably more sophisticated methodologically, the results of status

attainment research are still open to conflicting interpretations.

New research following the two traditions would not settle this issue:

measures of equality of opportunity would not be comparable and the analysis

used to support various claims would not deal with the same phenomena. Elite

studies would compare the role of ascription for access to different sets of

positions in_the social structure; status attainment research would compare the

relative importance of ascribed and achieved characteristics for access to

all positions. What is needed is a more comprehensive theoretical framework

for the analysis of the status attainment process, a framework that would

dictate comparable problems of analysis and measures of the amount of equality

of opportunity. The possibilities for providing such a framework are discussed

next.

IV. Open or Closed Societies: Toward a Theoretical Synthesis

We shall begin our discussion with a review and critique of the inter~

pretations presented by the major authors discussed above.

(a) A Values Perspective

- Though Blau and Duncan initially disavow any intention of presenting a

theory of inequality (1967:1-2) they are led in their concluding chapter to

make some interpretations of their findings. Close reading of this chapter

---------------------
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reveals two alternative modes of explanation with no overt attempt to integrate

them. One suspects that these tW9 aCGounts reflect the differing inteLl,.ectual

traditions of the two ~uthors •

. The first of these represents apurkheimian view of the social order. In

brief, the argument is that ". . . social differentiation weakens the parti~u-

laristicingroup values that unite men, in bonds of mechanical solidarity."

(Blau and Duncan, 1967:429) The·reason given for this phenomenon reflects

the priority given to culture and a common value system characteristic of the
!

functionalist~pluralist'paradigm. Since "... society cannot any longer

afford the waste of htlman resources . . ." implied by " • a rigid social

system ." it applies "universalistic principles •. " of recruitment

which ". have penetrated deep into the fabric of modern society and give

rise to high rates of occupational mobility in response to this need."

(~lau and Duncan, 1967:431)

The explanation of high ~ates of intergenerational mobility and a relatively

open class system in terms of a common value system which places great emphas'is

on achievement and universalistic criteria of evaluation is in keeping with the

priority given to culture in the analytical schema of functionalism.

The agile theorist might well be able to reconcile the cultural argument

with the finding that universalistic modes of evaluation do not apply with equal

rigor at different points in the status hierarchy-- e.g., there are "cult)J,ral

lags" in the system. He stands in danger, however, of formulating a theory for

which the negative case could not be found and hence not open to the rules of

faisification. Moreover, within the functionalist theory of stratification,

the claims of elite studies that ascription is more prevalent in the more

"functionally importa1;lt" sectors of the occupational hierarchy, namely the

elites, must be particularly embarrassing.
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(b) A Population Dynamics Perspective

The second exPlanation is £o~nd earl~er in the chapter and repre~ent~

what we shal,1 call the "popu;Lation gyp.amics" explap.atiop., namely, that the
. '.

high degree of mobi~ity in American ~ociety can be accounted for by the changing

shape of the occupational struct1,.lre and the <iifferential fertility of the various

occupational groups.

Men are much more likely to experience upward than downward mobility
inasmuch as the rapidly expanding salaried professions with low
fertility and the contracting ~arm occupations w~th high fertility'
create a vacuum in the fot'!l\ of occ1,lpational deJ;Iland near the top
and a pressure of manpow~r supply at the bottom that have repercus-
sions throughout the occupational structure. (Blau and Dup.can, 1967:420)

Here, the "openness" of the system is attributed not to the penetration

of universalistic values but r<;l.ther to.. the population dynamics of the occupa-

2tional structure and the resultant patterns of supply and demand.

Within thi~ J;Ilodel, however, is an implied assumption which is never

formally stated or accounted for. The model assumes a natural tendency toward

inertia, i.e., in the absence of change in the occupational struct1,.lreand/or

fertility rates of different occupational groups, sons tend to inherit the

occupations of their fathers. Why this should be so is not cliscussed and indeed

would appear to stand in contradiction to their statements on the value systems

of industria;J.. societies. This perspective, as we shall see, does however

provide an entr~e for a synthes':i,s with the elite perspective.

(c) The Power Perspective

The major feature of elite analys;ts .is an emphasis on power.' Porter,

like the functionalists, views power as a societal response to the need for

coordination in a differentiated sQcialsystem (Porter, 1965:202). Unlike

the functionalists however, h~ rejects the notion that "collective goals and

values always exist for the total soGiety • .• " (Porter, 1965:205), Le.,

a common value system is not the prime~over in the chain of social ca~s~tiQn.
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Rather, "the iron law of ol.iga,rchy" meaIlS that the m.;Ljority of the population

will ~ne~ta,bly leave the organi~a~ion Of society to the small group which

ho,lds power, thereby enabling the elites tq :f;'ashion spciety in a manner

suitable to their interests. Among the prerogatives of power is control over

recruitment and as a result elites "..• can be exclusive and most of them

are." (Porter, 1965: 218) The lOgica,l priority of power in the elite paradigm

provides a pers~ective from which the prospect of meritocraGY ~emains largely

illusory. While such an inte;rpJ;et;:ation is attractive, it tooi,s incapable of

providing an adequate explanation of the findings.

In the first instance, it does not account for the variation in the amount

of self-recruitment found among the different elites nor does it account for

variations over time. In brief, it does not specify the conditions under which

an elite is likely to use its power to exclude rionelite sons. Nor is the

explanation entirdy satisfactory in that high rates of intergenerational

inheritance and self-recruitment can be found among the nonelites (farmers,

proprietors, etc.). A more complex approach to the process of attainment is

required.

(d) A Weberian Perspective OIl the Stratification Process
i

Weber never fulfilled his int;:entionof analyzing the relation of occupa-

tiopa,l groups to the class structure (cf., EcoI).oII!Y and Society, Vol. I, 1968:

141 and footnote 45 on page 210). He did, however, outline the basic 4imenf;Jions

p,long wh;i..ch such an an.;:t:)..ysis might be· developed.

Firs~ of al+, social relatipnships can be characterized by whether they

are open or closed.

A social relationship will be spoken of as· "open" to outsiders if
and insofar as its system of order dqes not deny participation to
anyone who wishes to join and is actually in a position to do so.
A rela1=ion$hip will, on the otp.er hand, be calleq. "closed against
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putsiders So far as , . . p~rticipation of certain persons is
excl,uded, limited or subjecteq to copditions, (Weber ,Vql. I, 1968: 43)

Whether a ~rOup ~emains open or clQ~ed will 4epend on the extent to which its

I ,~' material or ideal interests will be enhanced by either strategy. Initially

a gro~p may see~ to increase its nu~bers in order to secure a position of power

by adequate numbers. "Closi1~re, hQwever, will begin to occur as the number of

contenders increases re~ative to available opportunities. At this point, in

order to curb competition, it is us~ally the caE;e that ". one group of

competi~ors tak~s SQme externally identifiable characteristic of another group

of (actual or potentia],) competitol;"s ,..... race, language, I1'eligion, local or social

origin, qescent, residence, etc. ~ ... as a pretext for attempting their exclusion."

(Weber, Vol. I, 1968;342)3

Weber I,S account of the process of gl;'OUP closure provides a ~ramework for

underatancling; the contiru~ed importance of ascription in the labor market. As

in the elite para4igm, a key feature of the analysis is the capacity of the

occupatipnal group to exercise power. Group closure presupposes the exercise

of such power, as one group excludes the other from competition. The exercise

of power, however, is not assumed a p~~ori to be the exclusive prerogative of the

eLites. Closure can be attained by co;Llectivities at various points in the

stratification h~erarchy (Neuwirth, 1969:750). This is not to say that different

occupational groups are equally capable of exercising closure, a question to

which we shall return.

Weber t<;Lkes thl: power e~plan<ltion furthel;', however, and suggests a set

of ~onditions under which an occuPati9p.al gl;'O\lP will actually'exercise its

power. Specificdly, he invokes the population dynamics of the labor force,

nalllely, ,the situation where the pumbel;' of contenders exceeds t;he nUTQ.ber of

positi(;ms. This synthesis of the two perspectives overcomeS the limitations of

eithel;' one taken ip. isolation. On the one hand., the "tendency towarqs inertia"
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i'!11plied by the population dynamics explanation is accounted fol;' by the exercise

of power. Tqe ex~entto which' ~hi~P9wet is exercised is in turn explained by
, ,

the tension$ set up by tq.e :i.nterplay of supply and demand on the labor market •

~uch a peJ:;spective ~ fo;r example ~ readily accounts for the varying degree

9f closure found among the di~ferent elites stu4ied by Porter. Under conditions

of, advanced 'capitalism, the corpor~te elite which exhibited the greatest degree

of self~repruitwent, has been mal7ked ~y a growing concentration of control
. .

(d. ~ forter,196,5;Chapter VIII; ;?;e;i.tJ,.iri, 1970:Part One) whereas the bureau-

cratic, ideolqgical and labo;r elites have been marked by expansion. Clement

(197.3) found that the number of pos:i;tions in the corpo;rate elite increased

from 1304 to 1454 between 1951 and 1972, which, relative to growth in other

occupational $ectorsrepresepts a l3ubstantial relative decline. Under these

circumstances there is little need. for the corporate elite to go beyond its own

generation of sons for its recruits.

The matter is still more complex, however, for given the same initial

conditions, npt all occupational groups will give incumbents the same capacity

to exercise the same degree of power qver the recruitment of new members.

Here we must examine more closely the pol;Ltical structure of the labor market.

Weber outlines four possible ways in which access to jobs is controlled

(Vol. I, 1968:l25~130)~ The first of these is a residual case that has largely

disappeared in advanced capitalist I'jlo<;:ietie$, namely where access to the job

is appropriated to the owner of the workers (i..e;, the case of unfree labor or

slavery). The second possibility~ a+so in dec~ine~ is where aCCeSS to the job

is appropriated by the individual worker (~,g., the master craftsman who takes

on an apprentice). Such control oyer access is still found where the worker

owns the means of p:roduction as aT!\Qng :t;aI'lllers, proprietors, self-employed

professionals, etc. 'l'he third possibility i$ that "•.. .opportunities for
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disposal of 1apor services mqy be appropriated ~y an organization of

worke;t;"~ •••" (Weber, Vol. l, 3,.998:).26, eIllj?has;is aqded). Though the potential

for Glosure is ;Less j:h<;Lnunder, the pr~vious form, the appropdation of jobs by

,"', wQt;'k~rs always .. • involves J,.im;J.tatiQp.s on j:he tree recruitment 6f the J,abor

force. ';I'his~a.ns thCilt workers ~aIlnot pe seLeoted solely on the grounds of

techniq,al effici~nc::y . . •• I' (Weber, VoL. 1, 1968 :128) ':Phe history~f

unionism a.nd the "G~osed shop" alTlong p1ueco11a.r ylOrkers qnd the striving

fOlj "prof~ssiQnalizcrt;ion" amqng. whitl= collar workers is indicat;ive of this

third mechanism by which access tQ j'obsis controlled on the labor market.

Fina.1ly, we find the situation where the potential for closure is weakest,

nqmely On the formally free 1Cilbor ma.rket, where a job is acquired directly

through a. contractual reLationship between emp3,.oyer a.nd employee as is the case

among lower wh:(,te collqr worker,s a.Ild non,unionif:ed blue collar workers. If

Weber is correGt in hifi a~s1,1niPtion th,at accel3s'to jobs is differentially

structured on the same labor ma.rket, then the global measures of the attain-

ment process used in sta.tus attainment research are obviously inadequate

to reflect this.

Eliminating th!= residual case of unfl;'ee labor (slavery), the remaining

three mec::ha.nisms by which access to jpbs is contro1le~ describe a hierarchy

of ,occupatrion,a1 group control over the recruitment process. Self-recruitment

?uq oocupation~l inherita.nce is most likeJ,.y where the individual worker controls

access to. jobs; fol:/..ow~ci by occupatioJial group~ in which a.ccess is controlled

by a,n o:q~anizatiol1 0:1; workers and t1'1eJ,.east J,i,kely on a forlTlal1y free la.bor market.

An examination of the reJ,.evant; d~ta wouJ,.d seem to s;upport such an inter

pretation. ~ol:>ility data from~lau and Duncan (1967:39) indicate that occupatiqnal

inheritance is greatestam6ng the self-~mpLoyed (farmers, prqprietors, self-

employed profe$s,ionals) fo1lowed 'by 'occuPations in which there is a h;I.gh

~--,---------~------ --------- - ------- ----------- -- - ---- ---

/
"/ '
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degree of unionization (craftsmen, construction, manufact~ring) and prQfes

sionalization (salat'ied l?rofessions). The lowest level is found amOng clerical

and sales worke~s, servi~e workers,. an4· farm laborers.

(e) Ascription in, the FormalLy Free Labor Mqrket

In the formally free labor market the role of ascription might be argued

to be minimal, fqr employers', interest is to maximize eff;i.ciency in production,

and w0rkeJ;:s.' interest is to obtain the highest possible return. on their productive

skills. This suggests that the model for aCCess would be wage competition

based on un~versaListi~ criteria~ This is inde~d the model for access suggested

by neo...cla$siGal eeonomics. H0Weyer this model has recently been questioned

by Th~row (Thurow, 1969; Thurow and Lueas, 1972). He suggests that the.dominant

mode of access, at~eas~ in the AmeriCan labor market, is what he calls job

competition, rather·th,an wage cpmpetition, In job competition the concern of

employers is to ~iniIUi?e training costs, as most skills necessary for a job

can only b7 a~quired on the job. Employers therefore rank prospective employees

in termS of tqe Presumed costs of training them for the job. Education will be

an important criterion, but not the only one for a person's position in this

"J-abor queue." It is not the actual skills acquired in schools or on previous

jobs that matter,it is the information education and other characteristics of

the individl;lal provi¢le on his uabili,ty to learI?-. " Characteristics pther than

education that can symbolize trainability will .;tiso be relevant; these include

ascriptive characteristies such as sOGia~ origin.

As prosPective employees are ranked in a labor queue so can jobs be ranked

according to their desirab;i.Uty in a job queue. The highest rap.ked individual

in the labor queue will then obtain the highest ranked available job in the job

queue. The job has to be available since in job competition most training
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takes ~lac~ on the job; therefore there ~~ a~ i~eentiye to~eep a person who

already ~as Qbtain~4 the :requir~d ?~il;I.s. This is in contra.st ,to wage com

p~titio~ where a person n04 in a job woulg be hired into the j~b ~f his ~:ro

ductivityis hig]:ler than, the iI).cUfl\bent'S prod~ctivd.ty.

,In w~ge competition it is the act~al ~ki11s th~t count regardless of origin

and other a13<;qdpt1:ve charactQristics ~ In job competitiQn, on ~he other hand,

employers may use ascriptive '~haracteristi<isas criteria to rank prol3pective
" '

employees in terms of trainab~lity? in, additiQn to e4qcation and general

training. It i~ likely that o:r~~~ni amoijg other ascriptive characteristics,

is perceivep relevant for the cost of training a person to 40 a certain job.

(lJ.'hu1;'ow and J;.ucas, 19?2)

Educatioij itself, in joq competition, may pe said to serve an ascriptive

function. While in wag~ competitioij it would 'be unlikely that a college

~raduate would be hired into a ~ob for which a high school grad\late is qualified,

in job competition? a college graduate would always be ranked higher than a

high school graduate because of his presu~ed lower training costs, even though

his a~tual skills may be inferior.

The mode of access to jobs Or positions in the l3ocia1 structure is then

cru~ia1 for how t;:.haracteristics of the ipdividua1 determine t;:he status he

obtains, in particular far the relativeimport;:ance of ascribed verSUS achieved

cha:racterist~cs. For certai~ positions, among them elite positions,'incumbents

exer~ise direct control over who is to get a~cess. The higher stat~s such '

pqsitions haye~ cSmg the greate!,' the ~ontrol i:p.cumbent~e:xe1;'cise, the more likely

it is that they w~l1 U$e suqh power t<;> ensure the we1i-being of their own

offspring. rt is thereforep1aus~b1e that for su~h pqsitions, there will be

1E;ssequaJ,ity of PRPprtl,lnit;y for ~ccess than iil the society: at 1arge.II1- the



£orma~ly f~ee labor mark~t it is the predominance of wa~e v~rsus job compe-

tition that wilt qetermip~ how i~fl~entia~ apcrib~d ve~SuS achieved character-
'/

isticl;I will be for access, :t:or it wiJ,l 1;>e the lflatu~e of the competition process

that determines whetqer it is a person's presu~ed trainability rather than his

act:\lc;l.l sJ,d;tls and achievements thatdE?cide who gets access tq a jol:>~

Regaq:l.less of the' II\Qc,ie of acce~s, the relation b~tween, p\lpply and demand

(;L ·1·' the poptil-ation dynamics of the labor 1T\arke t) of in,dividuals !lnd positions

will influence the relation between individual characteristics and the position

in the occupational st~ct~re they obtain. When more vacant positions are

availaple than can be filled by the qffspring of incumbents~ the importance of

achieve~nt obvipuslyincreases, even fQr thol;le positions where incumbents control

access. In "!age cOITIRet:~tion, secto;r's pf the labor Illiirket, st,lpply and demand wil

p.eterrnine a person's 'status and income returns on his achieved characteristics.

In job Gompetitiop sectors the job qpportuniti~s for persons will in,a similar

manner be influenced by the availability of vacant jobs. Where many jobs are

,vacant, employers will be forceq to ~o lower down in the labor queue to fill jobs.

In contrastwh~re ~ew jobl;l are aV!lilable, persons high in the queue will be forced

to take less desirable jobs. This ,in 1:1,lrn will determine the relation between

t.hose ascriped and achieved characteristics that are relevant for a person's

position in the labor queue anc,i the position he obtains.

We argue, iri '~um, that analysis of the mode of acce~lS apd of the, forces

th!lt det~rmine the availability of !l po~ition is crucial for our understanding

pf th~ status attainment proq~s,S. Only such analysis can enable us to predict

and exp;tain the relation between an 'individual's characteristics and the position

he optains in the social spructure. The question of eq~ality of opportunity

t~en b~cowes one of how access to various positions is inf;tuenceq by a person's

origin, and the QVerall openness of a socieuy'becomes a question of the dis-
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tribut~on of modrs of aocess in the social struct4r~, and the economic and

de1Ilographic forqEi!s th~t determine the, growtq l;lnd decline of various sectors of

society. While we, can obtq:i,n a globi'l;J,. 1Ile,,as4re' of ~qua),ny of opportunity, as in

statusattiiiIJ.ITl~nt researcn, a:q. und~rst;an~~nl?i of why such a measure varies over

'time and b~tweeIt, places deP1ands an unqe'f'standiIlg of the po:).itical organization

and dynamics of the labor market.

Conclusion
"

This pap~r hqs reviewed the findings ~nd methods of research on equality
, , ,

of opportunity :i,n elite and, status attainment studies. We also suggested a

theoretical framework for the analysis of the status attainment process that

may inte~rl;lte the twp research traditis>nl;l. Our review of methodologies suggests

'that the #;i.ndings of these two types of studies are not now comparable. In

additioJ;l~ the cl,~ims' made by elite stud:i,es with respect tro the amount i'lnd trend

in equality of opportunity are not ba~ed on firm evidence~ because these studies

do not o'btain the apP:J::'Ppriate data to support these claims. ;However the concern

of ~l,ite studies for access to a given set of positions does seem to use the

more apprOPriate concern in analysis of the statu~ qttqinment process,

~ecaut;!eonly analysis which takes into I;lccouIlt j:!he mode of access will enable

understanding of the squrces ofchan~e in equality of opportunity. The global

measure of equali~y of opportunity obtained in status attainm~nt: research as

it: has been car-ried out by l31,;l.U and Dqncan (1967), 'qnd in later research in

'Stqtus atta1ninent research ha.s con~ri'buted iJ1lIl\ensely to our, ability to

specify the t;rans\llission of pC(ltlpationfll resources from Qne gepE\ration to the

Pla,xt by its ul3e of linear (paith) models for, this prmpess. ,However, the inter

play betwE\en achieved and ascribed chara.cteristics mirrored in these models
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is still s~bject to conflicting interpretations. A more explicit concern for

the mode ~f acc~ss could greatly reduce the ambig~ities presented by existing

research, becau!;lE\ analysis of the mode Qfacces$ to various positionq 'wo1..\ld

~ive a ~etter basi~ for 'interpretipg the importance of ascribed and achieved

'characteristics in determining a person's status. The analysis of the mode of

access could not be car~ied 01..\t with exactlY the same models as now are used

in status atta}pment research. Current model~ have achiev~d qtatus as the

dependent var~able, while ap analysis of the,mode of access would have the

pr<;lbability of ,obtaining a particular position as the dependent variable like

in elite studies~ With such changes in methods, analysis of the process of

attainment of various occupations and subsets of occupations (such as elites)

would bring about the desired comparab:j..lity between elite and status attain

me~t studies of eq~ality of opportu~itY" More important, such analysis wo~ld

be am important step toward oUr understa~ding of the status attainment process.

----_.----------------_..'"."
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FQQtnotes

1. Tl1e ,appli~ation of, t~is modeJ, ,tq ,a nCl-t:i.onal Cani'ld:i,.an sampl~ is fClrthco).tl;i.ng,

cf., Boyd a~d ~cRoberus (1974).

~. For a b~il1iCl-nt d:i.~cussioq of th~ co~p1ex:i.ti~s involved in formulating and

operaUonaJ,izing ,an adequate model of oqcupational repJ.a.cement pnder c;lifferent

strat:i.fication ~egimes, see Boudpn (1970).

,3. Cf., N~uwirth(l969) for ',an Cl-pJ;J!icat';l.on of Heber!s perspective to ethnic group

, rel,ations and to whose d:i,.scussion of Weber's concept of community closure we

,are ij1debt~d r
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